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Abstract
Recent interest in the experimental study of tokamak plasma flow for different mag-
netic field geometries calls for theoretical understanding of the effects of tokamak
magnetic topology changes on the flow. The consequences of total magnetic field
reversal and/or X-point reversal on divergence-free plasma flow within magnetic flux
surfaces is considered and the results are applied to interpret recent Alcator C-Mod
scrape-off layer (SOL) flow measurements.
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I. Introduction
Plasma flow in a tokamak can be beneficial in many ways and is therefore impor-
tant to understand. Strong plasma rotation can stabilize resistive wall modes1; and
sheared plasma flow can enhance global plasma stability and increase the achievable
ratio of plasma kinetic pressure to magnetic pressure by influencing mode coupling.
In particular, sheared flow can increase the threshold for triggering neoclassical tear-
ing modes.2 Sheared flow is also known to enhance particle and heat confinement
by suppressing and regulating turbulent transport.3 In addition, plasma flow in a
tokamak scrape-off layer (SOL) is believed to affect SOL transport of neutrals and
impurities4 as well as the inventory of tritium and products of fusion reactions, influ-
ence material migration,5 and set boundary conditions for the tokamak core plasma
rotation.6
In the last few years measurements of the component of the SOL flow parallel to
the magnetic field have been made in a number of tokamaks throughout the world,
including Alcator C-Mod,6 JT-60U,7 JET,8 TCV,9 and Tore Supra.10 The parallel
flow was measured using Mach probes situated at different poloidal locations, so that
poloidal variation of the flow could be studied, for different magnetic field topolo-
gies. In particular, for diverted tokamaks, measurements were made for lower single
null (LSN), upper single null (USN), and double null (DN) operation. In addition,
measurements were made for both possible directions of toroidal magnetic field and
plasma current (which are usually kept co-directed to preserve magnetic field helicity).
The measured flow is found to be strong, especially at the inner (high field side) far
SOL where it may possibly reach Mach numbers of order unity. Moreover, the SOL
flow can have strong poloidal variation. For diverted discharges, the inner SOL flow
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has a tendency to remain directed towards an inner divertor, reversing direction for
X-point reversal, but independent of the total magnetic field direction. Meanwhile,
the outer (low field side) SOL flow tends to be co-current and to reverse for total
magnetic field reversal, independent of the X-point position.
The basic understanding that emerges from these measurements is that the SOL
flow has two components: an “up-down symmetric” component, which is insensitive
to the LSN/USN/DN topology, but cares about the direction of the total magnetic
field; and an “up-down asymmetric” component, which responds primarily to the
LSN/USN/DN magnetic field topology. The symmetric component is normally as-
sumed to be associated with the nearly divergence-free nature of plasma flow within
a magnetic flux surface, which requires parallel ion flow to close ion diamagnetic and
E×B flows. The asymmetric component is assumed to be connected with the strongly
poloidally asymmetric “ballooning” nature of radial plasma transport, which results
in a local increase in plasma pressure on open field lines about the outer midplane
with a corresponding parallel plasma flow directed from the outer midplane toward
both inner and outer divertors. Although certain aspects of this basic understanding
have been confirmed by numerical modeling results, see e.g.,11,12 some detailed ques-
tions about the SOL flow remain unanswered. In particular,11 did not investigate the
effects of magnetic topology changes and neglected particle drift effects; and12 did not
consider X-point reversal and neglected heat flux contributions to the gyroviscosity
as well as the perpendicular viscosity, thereby obtaining a questionable radial electric
field.
The work presented here uses a simple model13 of divergence-free plasma flow
within a magnetic flux surface, having symmetric and asymmetric components. It
predicts plasma flow changes resulting from X-point reversal and/or total magnetic
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field reversal (Sec. II) and interprets recent Alcator C-Mod SOL flow measurements
(Sec. III). Our findings are summarized and conclusions are presented in Sec. IV.
II. Flow symmetries for X-point and/or B field reversal
Divergence-free plasma flow in an axisymmetric tokamak is generally an excellent
approximation within the magnetic flux surfaces that reside inside the separatrix. On
the open field lines outside the separatrix, however, plasma flow can exhibit a strong
divergence, particularly in regions where ionization and/or cross-field transport is
balanced by parallel flows to the divertor surfaces. In addition, in many tokamaks, a
phenomenon of main-chamber recycling takes place in which radial plasma fluxes onto
wall surfaces are balanced by recycling and associated ionization sources. Yet in this
case, large-scale flow within the flux surfaces is not significantly affected since material
flux that is convected radially to the wall must be balanced by local ionization sources.
In view of this picture, we expect the strong, large-scale plasma flows that are
observed in the tokamak edge, which are far removed from divertor surfaces and
which connect from outer to inner midplanes in single-null discharges, to be well
approximated by a divergence-free flow field,
V = ωR2∇ζ + K(ψ)
n
B, (1)
where ω is a toroidal rotation frequency, R is the cylindrical radial coordinate, ζ is
the toroidal angle variable, K(ψ) is a function of the poloidal magnetic flux coor-
dinate ψ, n is plasma density, and the tokamak magnetic field is taken in the form
B = I(ψ)∇ζ + ∇ζ × ∇ψ. In double-null configurations, SOL flux tubes do not
connect outer and inner midplanes. Nevertheless, expression (1) is valid for such
configurations inside the separatrix and by continuity we expect it to approximately
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hold just outside the separatrix as well. Based on these arguments, we will assume
that (1) approximately holds for near-SOL flows in both single and double-null cases
and use it to study whether we can simply explain the observed tokamak flow symme-
tries related to X-point and/or the total magnetic field reversal. It will be apparent
shortly that our simple model based on (1) describes Alcator C-Mod flow-symmetry
observations very well, thereby justifying a posteriori our use of (1) to explore the
phenomenon.
We allow the flow in (1) to have both symmetric (s) (i.e. independent of the
X-point position) and asymmetric (a) (i.e. dependent on the X-point position) con-
tributions and briefly summarize the relevant tokamak flow symmetries, namely those
related to X-point and/or the total magnetic field reversal, as obtained in.13 By def-
inition, the flow in an up-down symmetric DN configuration has only a symmetric
contribution that we write as
V D = ωsR
2∇ζ + Ks(ψ)
n
B. (2)
The flow in the LSN and USN configurations has both symmetric and asymmetric
contributions and can be written for cross-sections of the same shape as
V L = (ωs + ωa)R
2∇ζ + Ks(ψ) +Ka(ψ)
n
B (3)
and
V U = (ωs − ωa)R2∇ζ + Ks(ψ)−Ka(ψ)
n
B, (4)
respectively. Clearly, X-point reversal reverses the sign of the asymmetric flow por-
tion, leaving the symmetric portion unchanged.
Reversing (R) the total magnetic field, BR = −B, in a DN configuration is
equivalent to simply turning the up-down symmetric tokamak over, thereby reversing
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the entire flow to obtain
V RD = −ωsR2∇ζ +
Ks(ψ)
n
BR = −ωsR2∇ζ − Ks(ψ)
n
B. (5)
However, turning an up-down asymmetric tokamak over reverses not only the total
magnetic field but also the X-point. Therefore, to only reverse the total magnetic field
in an up-down asymmetric tokamak we have to both reverse the X-point (reversing
the asymmetric flow portion) and turn the tokamak over (reversing the total flow),
thereby reversing the symmetric flow portion to find
V RL = −(ωs − ωa)R2∇ζ −
Ks(ψ)−Ka(ψ)
n
B, (6)
V RU = −(ωs + ωa)R2∇ζ −
Ks(ψ) +Ka(ψ)
n
B.
Flow symmetry properties (2) – (6) associated with X-point and total B reversals
are clearly independent of the exact expressions for ωs, ωa, Ks, and Ka. The flux
functions Ks and Ka can be obtained from neoclassical theory on closed flux surfaces
(i.e. inside the separatrix) for different collisionality regimes,14,15 but are otherwise
unavailable. Expressions for ωs and ωa can be easily obtained for all collisionality
regimes from the ion equation of motion for both closed and open flux surfaces without
invoking neoclassical theory assumptions (except for axisymmetry) to find
ωs = −c
(
∂ϕ
∂ψ
∣∣∣∣
s
+
1
en
∂pi
∂ψ
)
, ωa = −c∂ϕ
∂ψ
∣∣∣∣
a
, (7)
where c is the speed of light, e is the magnitude of electron charge, ϕ is electrostatic
potential, and pi is the ion pressure. In (7) ωa does not contain the pressure gradient
term since for matched discharges the density and ion temperature profiles are lowest
order flux functions and therefore, by definition have to be the same in LSN and USN
and for reversed B operation. Consequently, only the electric field term in ω can
have an asymmetric contribution.
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III. Analysis of Alcator C-Mod SOL flow measurements
A. Flow symmetries
Recent Alcator C-Mod SOL parallel flow measurements were performed for LSN
and USN discharges with “normal” and “reversed” B (ion grad-B drift towards the
lower and the upper divertors, respectively) for closely matched plasma poloidal cross-
sections with the same line-average density, as well as other discharge parameters.
A few DN flow results for “normal” and “reversed” B are also available. Flow
measurements were performed with scanning Mach probes situated 5.8 cm below the
plasma midplane on the high field side and 11 cm above the plasma midplane on the
low field side, so that parallel flow at these two different positions is available for a
number of SOL flux surfaces. Typical error bars, based on the shot-to-shot variation
in the parallel flow measurements, are in the range of ±10 km/s for the high-field side
SOL flow measurements and ±5 km/s for the low-field side SOL flow measurements.
Densities and electron temperatures are also deduced from the probe measurements.
The diagnostics, probe design, as well as the data analysis procedure are described
in detail in.6 Due to inaccuracies in the probe geometry, density measurements on
the high-field side may be systematically high or low by ±50%. Otherwise, typical
density and temperature measurements error bars are in the range of ±10%.
To determine the four unknowns ωs, ωa, Ks, and Ka from (3), (4), and (6) only
measurements for two magnetic topologies need be employed, assuming ωs and ωa
are approximate flux functions. The measured density (and electron temperature)
profiles support the lowest order flux function approximation. It can be seen from
Fig. 1 that for LSN and USN cases electron density varies by at most a factor of
two or less between locations of the low and high field side probes (i.e. over a length
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∼ qR ∼ 3.4 m). At the same time, it varies by a factor of two in the radial direction
over a distance of only about 4 mm, so the radial variation is about 850 times faster
than the parallel variation. Therefore, for many practical purposes (including our
simple lowest order theory) the flux function approximation should be excellent.
Consequently, the symmetric and asymmetric portions of ω and K can be evalu-
ated using (3), (4), and (6) in four different ways from the following measurements:
(i) V‖L and V‖U , (ii) V R‖L and V
R
‖U , (iii) V‖L and V
R
‖L, and (iv) V‖U and V
R
‖U . As a qual-
itative check, ωs and Ks can be also evaluated using (2) and (5) from V‖D and V R‖D
(this check would be quantitative if the flux surfaces of DN discharges were better
matched to be the ones recovered when field asymmetry is removed). Close matching
of the radial profiles of ωs, ωa, Ks, and Ka obtained in the four different ways would
confirm the correctness of our understanding of the flow response to X-point and/or
B reversals in the absence of any complications.
Before beginning our analysis of the flow data we check the symmetry properties
of the Alcator C-Mod flow measurements. If the vacuum chamber and the fuelling
were up-down symmetric, discharge parameters were ideally matched (including ra-
dial profiles), and measurements were in the midplane, then the radial profiles of V‖L
and V R‖U , and of V‖U and V
R
‖L, would be identical since these two cases would then
correspond to turning over Alcator C-Mod. Figure 2 shows the comparison of these
quantities on the low and high field sides. The quantity ρ measures the distance
from the separatrix into the SOL projected along flux surfaces onto the outer mid-
plane. Except for the high field side V‖U and V R‖L data, the measured parallel flows
do not possess the desired symmetry, and the high field side data for V R‖U is possibly
questionable. The lack of symmetry in the parallel flow may be due to the different
geometries of the upper and lower divertors and other vacuum vessel asymmetries in
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Alcator C-Mod, up-down asymmetries in fuelling and in the Mach probe locations,
and inadequate matching of the discharges. Consequently, we anticipate less than
ideal results.
Using the plasma SOL flow and density data as well as our knowledge of magnetic
field geometry (from EFIT equilibrium reconstruction data) for each shot we can
employ (2) – (6) to evaluate ωs and Ks five different ways (including the DN shots)
and ωa and Ka four different ways. The results are shown in Fig. 3. Normalization
constants are chosen as follows: B0 = 4.1 T, I0 = 3.5 T·m, and n0 = 1013 cm−3.
Solid lines represent quantities obtained from V‖L and V‖U , dashed-dotted lines are
from V R‖L and V
R
‖U , dotted are from V‖L and V
R
‖L, dashed are from V‖U and V
R
‖U , and
dashed-dotted-dotted are from V‖D.
If our simple picture of the flow symmetries, as given by (2) – (6), were correct
and all the parameters for different magnetic field geometry discharges were ideally
matched, all the curves for ωs, ωa, Ks, and Ka would be identical. Clearly, there is
a complication. The main reason is, that even though the line integrated densities
are matched for all the discharges, the SOL radial density profiles are quite different
(they differ by factors of two to three) and so the discharges are not ideal matches.
Figure 1 illustrates this point by comparing high and low field side density profiles for
the discharges of Fig. 2. Shown are density profiles for the LSN configuration with
“normal” and “reversed” B, nL and n
R
L , respectively; the USN configuration with
“normal” and “reversed” B, nU and n
R
U , respectively; and the DN configuration with
“normal” B, nD.
We expect K(ψ) ∝ 〈n〉θ since when multiplied by B it represents ion flux, with
〈n〉θ the flux surface averaged density. Therefore, K(ψ) is sensitive to differing density
profiles, whereas K(ψ)/ 〈n〉 is not. Assuming that n ≈ 〈n〉θ we can approximately
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replace Ks,a(ψ)/n with us,a(ψ) = Ks,a(ψ)/ 〈n〉θ in (2) – (6) and thereby avoid most of
the difficulty with unmatched density profiles. The experimental justification for us
to “adjust” the local density profiles to conform to a flux-surface average one comes
from the clear insensitivity of the measured flow profiles to variation in plasma density.
Figure 7 from6 shows what happens to the SOL flows as the line-averaged density is
changed. Within error bars, the high-field side flows are essentially unchanged for a
factor of ∼ 2 variation in line-averaged density. Therefore, we have good reason to
believe that if we could have obtained a set of discharges with precisely matched SOL
density profiles, the resulting flow profiles would not be any different (within error
bars) from those that employed the flux surface averaged density profile rather than
the local one.
Also, replacing the questionable data for V R‖U on the high field side with its coun-
terpart V‖L [recall Fig. 2 (b)] and evaluating ωs, ωa, us, and ua we obtain rather
remarkably improved agreement among different curves, as shown in Fig. 4. The
impressive agreement (excluding the DN curves since they are only for qualitatively
matched flux surfaces) indicates that our model of the flow symmetries with respect to
X-point and B reversals is quite good. Some of the remaining differences between the
curves is presumably caused by up-down asymmetries of the vacuum vessel, fueling
and probe location, and/or poloidal density variation.
B. Radial electric field
Employing the ωs(ρ) and ωa(ρ) profiles shown in Fig. 4 and using (7) we should
in principle be able to evaluate the symmetric and asymmetric portions of the radial
electric field and consequently the full radial electric field for all the different magnetic
field topology configurations discussed, provided the ion pressure and density profiles
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are known (the latter is measured by the probe). This turns out to be non-trivial
since (i) the measured profiles of the ion temperature, Ti(ρ), are unavailable; and (ii)
the pressure and density profiles for the discharges with the different magnetic field
topologies are not precisely matched. To overcome these difficulties we (i) assume Ti =
Te (with the electron temperature, Te, being measured); and (ii) use expressions V =
ω(ψ)R2∇ζ+K(ψ)B/n, V R = −ω(ψ)R2∇ζ−K(ψ)B/n, and ω(ψ) = c(∂ρ/∂ψ)[Er−
(en)−1(∂pi/∂ρ)] together with the high and low field side measurements of the parallel
flow velocities and n and Te profiles for each magnetic field configuration (i.e. without
splitting quantities into symmetric and asymmetric). We first evaluate ω and then
Er ≡ −(∂ϕ/∂ρ) individually for each case, where
Er
[
V
cm
]
=
10
n [cm−3]
∂{n[cm−3] Te[eV]}
∂ρ [mm]
+ 11.6
(
ωI0
B0
)[
km
s
] (
∂ψ
∂ρ
)
[T ·m] (8)
is not a flux function because of ∂ψ/∂ρ. For the discharges under consideration
∂ψ/∂ρ ≈ 0.57 T · m for the low field side and 0.45 T · m for the high field side,
respectively.
The results are shown in Fig. 5. In particular, Figs. 5 (a) and (b) present the
low field side and high field side Er for the LSN discharge with “normal” B (solid
lines) and USN discharge with “reversed”B (dashed lines), respectively; while Figs. 5
(c) and (d) present the low field side and high field side Er for the USN discharge
with “normal” B (solid lines) and LSN discharge with “reversed” B (dashed lines),
respectively.
While the solid and the dashed lines are relatively well matched, as expected
from the symmetry considerations, they are not in agreement with the experimen-
tally deduced values Er ∼ 40 V/cm in the far SOL for all the magnetic field topology
configurations considered (see Fig. 11 of6). Although the Mach and Er probe mea-
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surements have their own difficulties (see e.g. discussion in Sec. 3.3.3 of6), the large
discrepancies between these measurements and our results shown in Fig. 5 suggest
other underlying causes. One of these may be that the assumption Ti ≈ Te is invalid
in the SOL (as is the case in the tokamak pedestal region16,17) and the procedure for
evaluating Er described herein can only be reliable and useful when accurate Ti(ρ)
profiles are available. The sensitivity of Er to Ti arises not just because of the normal-
ization of the flow to the sound speed. The more important effects are the tendency
of the symmetric and asymmetric contributions in ω and u to cancel for normal LSN
and reversed USN, and the tendency of the total ω and K = u 〈n〉θ contributions
to the flow to cancel for normal USN and reversed LSN. Hence small errors in these
derived quantities lead to large errors in the inferred values of Er.
IV. Conclusions
A simple theory for plasma flow modifications due to the X-point reversal and the
total magnetic field reversal is discussed and used to interpret Alcator C-Mod SOL
flow measurements. The theory employed is rather basic and summarized by (2) –
(6). According to these expressions, X-point reversal is expected to cause reversal of
the “asymmetric” flow portion, while B reversal is expected to result in reversal of
the “symmetric” flow portion. We demonstrate that these expressions are all that is
required to analyze recent high and low field side Mach probe SOL flow measurements
in the Alcator C-Mod tokamak for LSN, USN, and DN magnetic field configurations
with “normal” and “reversed” magnetic field (ion grad-B drift towards the lower and
the upper divertors, respectively).
Equations (3), (4), and (6) are used to evaluate the symmetric and asymmetric
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portions of ω and K in four different ways by using the inboard and outboard probe
measurements for the following cases: (i) V‖L and V‖U , (ii) V R‖L and V
R
‖U , (iii) V‖L and
V R‖L, and (iv) V‖U and V
R
‖U . Also, ωs and Ks are evaluated from V‖D by using (2). If
the theory were rigorously correct and the discharges were ideally matched then all
the curves for ωs,a and Ks,a would be the same. However, the raw agreement is only
suggestive as can be seen from Fig 3.
To improve the agreement we must account for the order unity differences in the
radial density profiles (see Fig. 1), since the data was taken by matching only the line
average density. If the density is assumed to be an approximate flux function and
K(ψ)/n is replaced with u(ψ) in (2) – (6) then the agreement between the curves
improves dramatically (see Fig. 4), indicating that our model of the flow symmetries
is rather good. We expect that the agreement could be further improved by matching
the radial density and temperature profiles rather than the line-average density in the
discharges with different magnetic topologies.
Knowledge of plasma density and ion temperature profiles allows determination of
the radial electric field, as shown in Fig. 5. The results obtained by assuming Ti = Te
(since the Ti profiles are not available while the Te profiles are) are consistent with
our symmetry considerations (e.g. Er for the LSN discharge with “normal” B and
USN discharge with “reversed” B are very similar), but disagree with the far SOL
experimental measurements, which typically find Er ∼ 40 V/cm. This leads us to
believe that the assumption Ti = Te is invalid, as is the case in the tokamak pedestal
region, and that the knowledge of accurate Ti profiles is essential for determining the
radial electric field profiles by our procedure.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure 1. SOL plasma density profiles on the (a), (c) low and (b), (d) high field
sides with solid lines for LSN configuration densities nL (“normal” B) and n
R
L (“re-
versed” B), dashed lines for USN configuration densities nU (“normal” B) and n
R
U
(“reversed” B), and dotted lines for DN configuration density nD (“normal” B).
The normalization factor n0 = 10
13 cm−3. Due to inaccuracies in the probe geometry,
density measurements on the high-field side may be systematically high or low by
±50%. Otherwise, typical density measurements error bars are in the range of ±10%.
Figure 2. Comparison of Alcator C-Mod data for V‖L (solid lines) and V R‖U (dashed
lines) in (a), (b) and V‖U (solid lines) and V R‖L (dashed lines) in (c), (d) on the low
[see (a), (c)] and high [see (b), (d)] field sides. Error bars are only presented for one
curve of each pair to avoid cluttering the figure. The errors are identical for the other
curve.
Figure 3. Profiles of normalized (a) ωs, (b) ωa, (c) Ks, and (d) Ka. Solid lines
represent quantities obtained from V‖L and V‖U , dashed-dotted lines are from V R‖L and
V R‖U , dotted from V‖L and V
R
‖L, dashed lines are from V‖U and V
R
‖U , and dashed-dotted-
dotted from V‖D.
Figure 4. Profiles of normalized (a) ωs, (b) ωa, (c) us, and (d) ua using the same
labeling as in Fig. 3.
Figure 5. Low field side (a), (c) and high field side (b), (d) radial electric field
17
profiles evaluated for the LSN discharge with “normal” B [(a), (b), solid lines], USN
discharge with “reversed” B [(a), (b), dashed lines], USN discharge with “normal”
B [(c), (d), solid lines], and LSN discharge with “reversed” B [(c), (d), dashed lines].
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